
October 6, 2006 
 
Consideration 
 
Well, someone will have to read this to Weenie Boy, as he has the literacy skill level of a 
4 year old.  Despite that, he is the one that says who can have what job around there.  The 
really good people who have worked hard in their jobs, despite the unfairness, and the 
constant threats, harassment, and such, they get no respect from Management.   
 
The Casino has the once a month draw and spin where one lucky employee will get a few 
extra bucks.  Doesn't matter if they worked harder than anyone else or not, or even if they 
show up for work on time or at all.  All names go into the bowl and one name is drawn 
and the wheel is spun.  Fair is fair, right? (*Pop!) 
 
SMC plant employees, same thing.  Fair or not, somebody gets something. 
 
But those who work at trying to make the government work out there, those who do the 
bookkeeping, the intake apps, the day-to-day grind stuff get nothing but abuse.  Recently, 
because these good people have to work along side of some of the laziest and non 
qualified types who never seem to be able to put in a full day, much less a full week for 
their pay, everyone had their payday moved to Fridays.  No advances, no exceptions.  
(Well, the exceptions are really hush hush right now, but they will be found out soon 
enough!) 
 
Tribal Council, however, can draw their pay anytime, ahead of time, months ahead of 
time.  No questions asked.  They have unlimited access to funds.  I think the audit is 
about done out there now so Roger, Carl Walking Eagle, Carl McKay, Poopsie and a few 
others, can go back to taking bag loads of money out of the vault again. 
 
But still, the people who take the heat in this system, do the real work, get nothing.  How 
about a little recognition for those who actually make it look like a functional 
government?  How about bonuses for them? How about certificates that recognize the 
employees who have been there, 5 years, 10 years and more?  How about a little 
recognition?  How about some respect? 
 
Hmmph!  Didn't think so!  If you start showing recognition for people who are doing 
their jobs, the people in general might actually get an idea that there are good people in 
your operation out there.  Might even consider supporting one of them for Tribal 
Council?  Yeah, best you keep them down and dis them, threaten them.   
 
Can't take the risk that good people might get some consideration.  Could start a whole 
ugly ball of wax rolling.  People start thinking they are worth more than abuse.  Who 
knows?  Could ruin the whole corrupt mentality out there.   
 
Right now, the people that seem to be looked up to are the ones who can bully and thieve 
the most.   
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Better not start this consideration thing rolling.  Could lead to changes.  
 
But, just dream for a moment, all of you.  One less abuse out there.  What could it 
possibly mean?  We'll never know as long as the corrupt stay in power.  They are 
supported by your apathy and feed on your fear.  I say, starve them out! 
 
Looking for Something? 
 
I check my stats daily.  I like to see who is looking at the site, and what they are looking 
for.  I am finding some interesting things.  Military commands are looking at the site 
pretty regularly.  The US Senate has frequent flyer miles throughout my site.   
 
A couple of shell companies in Florida, California and Nebraska, walk through there.  
Since they are mostly criminal concealment types, money laundering types, I am 
wondering why they would be interested in my site?  Could it be that the people they do 
business with on the rez are making them suspicious? Nervous?  Hard to say.  
 
I am also finding more people asking for Weenie Boy's page, Qball's page and 
specifically requesting any information about James Yankton murders.  Plural.   
 
Now, more and more are looking into the meth questions from my site.   
 
I suspect that people in different parts of the country, the world, and in government 
miiiiight be catching on here.   
 
Usually I find that when there are specific requests about the key killers, there is 
something going on.  A new business connection they are trying to make, a loan they are 
trying to hustle, or a partnership from the past that is being investigated.  Hmm?  Maybe 
that is it.  Yeah, that is probably it. 
 
Rape, A Family Feeding Frenzy 
 
Something odd.  Lemon Longie, half-bro of the Turdboys, used to be on the ND Sex 
Offenders List.  Somehow, last year, he fell off of that.  That list, from what I understand, 
is for life.   
 
Now I hear that he has raped again.  This time a 12 year little girl.  One that is in a 
wheelchair.  Usually, I wait for three people to confirm this sort of thing from out there, 
but given Lemon's family, his deviant history, his arrest record and his resistance to any 
kind of behavioral therapy, I have little doubt that this is true.  If it is false, so be it.  But 
the community needs to be aware and reminded of this man and what he does. 
 
It has a familiar ring to it, though, doesn't it?  Rape, Turdclan, no consequence.  Which 
harmonizes  perfectly with drug dealing, no consequence, kill your baby, no 
consequence...  
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Gee, I wonder why kids out there have this dim view of themselves and their future?  I 
wonder why they think drinking and drugging are social skills? 
 
Sad Aspiration? 
 
Unbelievable that the twit that was writing to me using the name Justine Littleghost was 
all upset with me because I had not posted her ramblings on the moron squad!  Most of 
what she was saying was how everyone is picking on the Yanktons, Chubby said that 
killing her baby was just gossip, and then she proceeded to just slander people out there 
who had nothing to do with Eddie's murder, saying that I should go after them for their 
behaviors and leave the Yanktons alone! 
 
Apparently, she thought that the Moron Squad was: 
 
A) A place to freely slander people in the community 
 
B) Would be a real achievement to be posted on it.  Make her life worth something 
 
C) All of the above! 
 
 
 
Not sure what upsets her most right now: That I refuse her letters (had to put in an auto 
response because she was unbalanced, obsessed, and a waste of my time) or that her 
letters don't reach the rather low bar for Moron Squad posting! 
 
She keeps going back to the page looking for her mark in this world!  Never thought that 
being posted on the Moron Squad would be the only validation a person could get in this 
world, but apparently, to some, it is a life goal! 
 
Never thought I would say this about that page, but apparently, there are some out there 
who cannot meet the standard.  Now that is baaaad! 
 
You know where to find me! 
 
~Cat 


